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 PLCC family as they struggle to cope with the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
 Families in the world who lost their loved ones to the pandemic.
 KELC new leadership as they assume office.
 Ongata Rongai plot development plans.
 Orphans and care givers all over the world.
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A friend in need is a friend indeed.
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We can trust our all-knowing God for the unknown future!
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» On July 12th 2020 KELC conse-

crated a new bishop, Rev. Johnes
Ole Meliyio and his assistant Rev.
Lenox Kombe Mwarandu.
From left: Ms Mary Jumwa Mwarandu Rev. Lennox Mwarandu, assistant to
the bishop - Ms Agnes Naai Ene Yiaro Meliyio - Bishop Johnes Ole Meliyio

In attendance of (from left) : Bishop Dr.
Solomon Massangwa, North Central
Diocese ELCT - Bishop Dr. Frederik
Shoo, presiding Bishop ELCT - Governor of Olekajuado County Josef Ole Lengu - Bishop Meliyio - Bishop Sameo
Ole Paulo, Morogoro Diocese/ELCT
» Sophia Meier’s voluntary service

Dear friends in Christ,
I trust that the Lord has kept you and
your families in good health this
time the world is bleeding due the
COVID-19 pandemic effects.
At PLCC the year started quite
bright with receiving back the children who had joined their relatives
for Christmas holiday and admitting
them back to their respective learning institutions. Immediately after
the exercise, social workers began
looking for new admits. This was not
to last since the recruitment was cut
short by the government’s directives
for school closure and for people to
work from home.

Thank you to Sophia.
» We missed the opportunity to connect with our PLCC friends as it
has been during the annual JMCK
meetings. This year’s meeting was
conducted on October, 5 through
video conference.

with PLCC came to an end in July.
Though she left Kenya in March
due to the COVID-19 pandemic
she continued with making materials and sent them to her colleagues
up to the end of her contract.
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Since it was not possible for the so-

cial workers to work from home; the
Centre had no option but to send
some of the children home. Parents/
guardians were called to pick their
children and a higher number of children were picked up by relatives
while those who had/have no close
families stayed.
Though some staff were unable to
continue with their duties, others
were able to continue working successfully. The Maalum teachers been
one of them, they got an ample time
to concentrate on making materials
for the MULTIGRADE MULTILEVEL Methodology and one social
worker assigned to follow up on the
health, food and other related basic
needs of the children who went to
live with parents/guardians because
of the Pandemic.

For the time being, we are
able to offer kind support to
the staff who are not able to
work from home and give
food stuffs to the registered
children’ s families once in a
month. This shall continue as
long as the project financial
situation allows.
About the children who remained at the Centre, their
needs of improving on the academic weak areas are taken
care of by two volunteers.
Now that seems the pandemic will
stay longer and all the primary and
secondary schools will remain
closed, some children have been assisted to come back to the Centre to
avoid losing them to their former
way of life. In making sure that the
health of the children in families is
being taken care of, we are also
keeping contact with some identified
health facilities close to the slums.
While the needs of the registered
children remain a priority, the develH

opment of the Ongata Rongai plot is
ongoing. Some of them are gardening and construction of a multipurpose hall which needs 178,200 USD.
The construction is planned to be in
phases 1-4 gradually depending on
the availability of funds.
We continue to be collectedly thankful to God for the good health of the
PLCC family. God our source of
help in ages past, our hope for years
to come!
Mary Mshana
Let’s give her the name “Hope” not
her real name.
Last year when we were going round
in the streets and slums of Nairobi,
doing our recruitments for 2019 new
intake, we found Hope in one of the
slums of Nairobi where she used to
stay with her guardian whom she
calls aunt, though she is a distant relative.
Hope’s mother abandoned her when
she was months old at the house of a
step sister to her father. No one understood why she had to leave be-
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hind her only child. Hope is also
wondering why her biological mother would do such a cruel act to her at
that tender age. Her father who is a
drunkard cares less about Hope.
The aunt had no choice but to raise
her despite her financial situation
which is not stable. During the time
Hope stayed with her aunt, her father
provided absolutely nothing for her
upkeep, not even her school fees
which were required in a public primary school every term. Hope had
no option but to drop from school.
This open doors to the aunt mistreating her for no good reason. She was
turned to a domestic worker as she
was required to do all the house
chores while her aunt was operating

her shoddy illegal business.
A teacher who knew her case would
sometime go look for her and not
find her at home because the aunt
would send her out to beg for money. In March 2019 Hope found
“hope” in PLCC. She found a new
home where she is loved and cared
for by the PLCC family where she
gets meals, education and shelter.
Hope who is 7 years is in pre - primary one and her school performance reflects a brighter future.
She believes that one day, she will
rise and shine against all odds despite her family background. At
PLCC she looks happy and healthy.
Beryl Akoko
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On September 20, we were blessed
to have Sunday school children with
their teachers and some church elders from Eastleigh Luth. Parish
visiting PLCC. With them they
brought food staff, hygiene materials
and a goat for meat to celebrate all
the children born in September!
Thank you to the parish and their
pastor Rev. Balozi Mrutu
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The school now has 14 pupils after
two girls from Pangani House joined
the School in the beginning of the
year.
Material making for MGML is ongoing to catch up with the opening
of the school in January 2021.
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